
Why RCV is wrong for America and the World 

The voting methods used in the United States are highly decentralized 

and are designed to ensure the supermajority consensus elects 

candidates in every local district. 

The Rank Choice Voting (RCV) or Instant Runoff Voting (IRV) obstructs and 

denies a supermajority consensus (over 50% in a district) and intentionally 

allows for candidates that cater to minority groups to move further up the 

ballot. 

With the increased distrust of elections and party selection during 
primaries, RCV seems like an attractive choice that might help rank choice 

a lesser known ‘grassroots’ candidate. 

Partisan Hacking Through RCV 

• The Left is famous for registering as Republican (RINO) candidates, in fact, 

they even coordinate to register multiple republican candidates in some 

states. 
• These RINO candidates use popular talking points they pull from local 

grassroots movements, promising them everything they want to hear. 
• The Left organizes a carve out of a certain number of left-wing activists, 

originally registered as democrats and independents, that change their 

party affiliation and vote for their RINO republicans to ensure bad 
candidates are running against strong democrats in the general and mid-

term elections. Sound familiar? 

• RCV provides the Left with further statistical advantage, allowing them to 
further steer an election away from a supermajority by flooding the ballot 

and organizing the votes cast on those ballots to create a predetermined 
outcome. 

Conservatives do not think the way Leftists think. 

We would never dream of gaming an election. 

The last thing our country needs is a change in voting method that 

further enables political gaming, allowing a fringe or radical minority block 

to win by default. 



We have proven that grassroots choice candidates can win 
elections. We do not need RCV to level the playing the field, and as 

demonstrated, RCV does the exact opposite. 

Our Founding Fathers explored and debated Rank Choice Voting, 
known by many names in the 1700’s, and ultimately determined this was a 

deeply flawed and inferior voting method that would not reflect a 

supermajority (over 50%) of the people in a district. 

Condorcet’s famous ‘Practical Method’ is widely used around the world, 

originally developed in the late 1700’s which, by design, reflects the general 
will of the people and protects against the “minority seeking petty 

self-interest and arbitrary preferences”. 

The Practical Method influenced the majority and supermajority vote 
requirements used in the House and Senate today. This same method and 

principles are applied to our federal, state, and local elections, which has 

only been challenged in recent history. 

Maine voted to change their voting method in 2016 and Alaska 

began statewide RCV beginning in 2020, coinciding with the rise of the 
Democratic Socialist movement, organizing to transform our government to 

Socialism from our Constitutional Republic. Now this recent experiment 

has led to 23 states pushing for RCV at the top of this year, 

simultaneously, and 4 states pushing for an absolute prohibition. 

RCV is only used in the United Kingdom and only used in lower house 

elections and small municipalities. 

RCV is intrinsically tied to efforts to defend the use of Voting 

Machines for Life! 

The truth is that the Left is using RCV to defend against the wildly 

popular movement to ban all voting machines. 

Rank Choice Voting and Instant Run-off Elections force complete 
dependency on voting technology and increase loss of election 

transparency! 
 

Rank Choice Voting forces states to remain reliant on voting 

machines, ballot scanners (tabulators), and additional coding to 
calculate the ranked choice results. Transparent elections require untrained 

citizens to easily audit election results, including the ability to read and 

interpret computer coding, which is completely impossible in an election 



utilizing voting machines and technology. This further removes public 
accountability, giving power of elections to operators and voting 

machine suppliers. 

 
Hand count election audits would be nearly impossible and require 

far more man hours and costs which will discourage lawmakers and judges 
from ordering audits when election results are in question. 

 

RCV Rank Choice Voting is promoted by Leftists and Moderate 
Conservatives as an attempt to eliminate runoff elections which, 

otherwise, force the People to hear out the two finalists in a race and make 

an informed decision between only two candidates. 

Act for America has organized nearly 3 million actions calling on 

states to ban all voting machines at the national and state level. The State 
Legislature in Alabama and Arizona have heard you and introduced 

new legislation that is progressing through their legislature! 

 


